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FOOTBALL NIGHT ON DISCORD!

 The Euro Cup 2021 has been a roller coaster of emotions for many
spectators around the globe, and it was no different on the night
of 2nd July 2021. The common interest in football helped bring
together the participants from different schools as the nail-biting
match went into penalties. Despite being miles away from each
other, there was no dearth of interaction as participants gathered
on discord, where the quarter final between Spain and Switzerland
was being streamed. Passionate conversations about the sport
garnished with a little bit of banter ensured that the delegates had
a great time.

 



Day 2 was packed with new challenges for the enthusiastic 

 delegates. Debates on sub-China conflict, subsidiary organs,

port securities, nuclear organs, Cyber security to formation of a

unanimous directive were some of them. During the crisis, there

were many allegations raised on the USA, India, Australia, China,

and the UK regarding their untrustworthy conduct, which

eventually turned into a scenario where World War 4 seemed to

be inevitable. It was now upon the committee to decide how to

tackle the ISIS and inter-state conflict, as terrorist organizations

like the ISIS have been powerful and have imposed a major

threat to international peace and security. Solving the conflict

was now the ultimate priority of the committee. 

After the moderated caucus, 4v4 debates, and round robins, it

was clear that every nation was attempting to secure their

country’s future and was working for a global cause. While some

delegates did not agree with the directive authored by USA, UK

and Federal Government of Brazil, the unmoderated caucus

brought everyone on the same page. In the end, the delegates

were successful in dealing with the crisis. 

Day 2 resumed with even more fervour than the day before as the delegates

jumped right into a series of colloquies revolving around issues that were raised

the day prior. In addition, there were fresh debates about currency exchange and

far out rate regimes, A statement disclosed by India notifying the committee of the

cessation of its economy due to its aborning state led to a press conference where

the delegates attempted to reason out with the tumultuous call. After a productive

UNMOD session discussing the resolution and the formation of a unanimous bloc,

the committee terminated the second day on a light note with a convivial session

of personal confessions and dares.
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international peace & security

ECONOMICS AND
FINANCE



REFUGEE RELIEF AND
SOCIAL EQUITABILITY

Following the crisis from Day 1, the Social Equitability Committee and the Refugee Relief Committee were
merged. A stream of joint action orders, press releases, and presidential statements poured in from the
delegates. Next were some stormy crisis updates with fake British interviews, suspicious Sino- Iranian
operations, and helpless refugees.
 As delegates debated passionately and formed blocs to introduce working papers, neutral nations
offered mediation. The 5th session saw the formation of two working papers with two blocs from which
Working Paper 2.0 -which urged the formation of an ad- hoc organisation and the safety of the refugees-
passed.  This was followed by a short Motion of Entertainment for both the committees to lighten the
mood. 
With the crisis resolved, the delegates returned to their respective rooms. The Social Equitability
Committee discussed the shortcomings of the UNHRC and the ECOSOC, while the Refugee Relief
proceeded with their moderated and unmoderated caucuses. The day ended on a warm note with the EB
members heartily appreciating the delegates.

 

After a great first day, the delegates were ready to make more

progress. After the roll call, they jumped straight into an UNMOD

to finalize the merged directive relating to the crisis 2.0. They

celebrated their first big success as it was passed. 

Right after the GSL, the committee was introduced to crisis 3.0.

This crisis related to the agitation of Cherokee people of the USA,

as they opposed the sale of their museum by the US Government

to a private party. The crisis came to a head when a large group of

ethnic Cherokees captured the Oklahoma building housing the

museum and also held employees captive. Their demands were

shown to the committee. The delegates then discussed about the

situation in depth in an UNMOD. They came come up with

solutions to talk about in their PSL. 

The committee was then updated about the situation with a video

of the head of the Cherokee group threatening to starve the

hostages if not given back their artifacts and museum in three

hours. The delegates decided to make a mandate to resolve the

crisis. After the mandate was presented and the committee

reverted to the GSLs, the day ended with a fun Motion of

entertainment.

“THE NEW WORLD ORDER
MUST BE ESTABLISHED ON 4 PILLARS:
EMPATHY, EQUITY, EFFICIENCY AND

EVIDENCE.”- DELEGATE OF BRAZIL

ART AND CULTURE
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OUTER SPACE

“We can not make the same mistake as

earth again,” stated the delegate of UAE.

Day 2 was a discussion more heated than

the last one; the delegates dug even

further into the situation by analysing

space degree mitigation degrees in depth.

A crisis was dropped at the committee at

the spur of the moment, increasing the

tension. A supposedly pro-Russian activist

interrupted the UAE prime minister with a

war threat. Does World War 4 await us all?

Or will the committee successfully manage

to colonize a different planet for the sake

of the human race? In the end, the

delegate of Russia was held accountable

for the damage his country had caused

and the UAE delegate was granted

monetary compensation.

Today’s committee session started off with an

unmoderated caucus to solve the doubts and problems

related to double delegation in the joint crisis committee.

Then the committee was established by forming the PSL.

All the delegates came forward to share their respective

opinions and solutions related to the crisis. Following

this, a joint presidential statement related to the crisis

was released by the countries of Nigeria and USA. To

everyone’s surprise, another crisis was introduced after

the PSLs. The “Shanghai Daily” released a report from

from an unknown source stating that the Nigerian

government was accusing China of helping and providing

aid to the ANONYMOUS on behalf of the findings done by

their Intel Agency. In an instant, the president of China

released a statement telling the world that his sentiments

were hurt, and he was breaking all the bureaucratic

relations with the country Nigeria. Thereafter, the naive

delegate of Germany, who shared the largest trading

relations with China, asked the committee to suspend

international rights of China. The delegate of France even

stated that the committee should take control over China.

After a while, the committee transitioned towards an

unmoderated caucus by the discretion of the chairperson

in which the delegates came up with two major directives.

The directive 1.0 authored by the UAE, Nigeria, the UK,

Switzerland, and Israel was introduced, discussed, and

passed. Once the directives passed, the crisis was solved,

and the committees passed a motion of entertainment of

an anonymous chat session to conclude the day. 

GLOBAL HEALTH security
and internet and

technology
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